We are the biggest local tourism operator specialising
since 2010 in professional and comprehensive service of
tourist guidance in Wrocław. We have been presenting
our guests for many years, everything what is the most
interesting and most beautiful in the Capital of Lower
Silesia, taking care about the highest quality of our
services. In Particular, we are specialized in:

●

All types of sightseeing,

●

Organization of your stay from the perspective of
culture and entertainment,

●

Arranging of transport.

Discover the beauty of Wrocław with us!

GUIDED TOUR BY ELECTRIC CAR
Our trips includes:
the Old Town + Ostrow Tumski + Centennial Hall +
District of tolerance
During guided tour by our modern, ecological, electric
cars (melex) our guests will have the opportunity to
discover over 30 most interesting landmarks of the
capital
of
Lower
Silesia.
Due
to
effective
transportation our customers may in a shorter time
see much more than while sightseeing on foot.
In particular, our customers will have a chance to
see: Main Square, the Opera, Salt Square, Old Town
Promenade,
Młyńskie

Świdnicka

Bridges,

street,

Library

of

Tumski
the

Bridge,

University

of

Wroclaw, cathedral of Saint John the Baptist, Market
Hall,

Ossolineum,

University

of

Wroclaw,

Mathematical Tower, Fountain, University Church, Old
Town prison, Jatki, Polish hill, Church on Piasek
Island, dwarfs, Jewish street, Old Royal Palace,
Grunwaldzki Bridge, ZOO, Japanese Garden and
Centennial Hall.
We ensure:
- guided tours in polish or foreign language,
- Our vehicles are fully covered against wind and rain,
- Warm blankets,
- hot wine (during winter),
- pick-up from your hotel,
Price: starts from 50 pln per person.
BOOKING AND INFO:
+48 785 107 999
info@bestcitytours.pl

www.seewroclaw.pl

TRIPS OUTSIDE WROCŁAW
We organize one day trips during which we ensure:
Transport by comfortable van, buses, coaches
Licenced guide,
Sightseeing and tickets,
Snacks and drinks,
The most wanted:
AUSCHWITZ-BIRKENAU
Auschwitz is the place where you will witness the darkest
and the most brutal period in human history. KL Auschwitz
was the largest of the German Nazi concentration camps
and extermination centers, where over 1,1 milion of people
lost their lives.
Price from 140 euro/person.
KRAKÓW
&
„WIELICZKA”
Salt
mine
Kraków is the second largest and one of the oldest cities in
Poland. It is one of leading polish centers of academic,
cultural and artistic life. “Wieliczka” Salt Mine was built in
the 13th century and is one of the most valuable
monuments in Poland. It is also a world-class monument,
featuring among twelve objects on the UNESCO’s World
Cultural and Natural Heritage List.
Price from 180 euro/person.
Pearls
of
Lower
Silesia
Lower Silesia is a fascinating region. Its rich history, culture
and extraordinary landscapes makes Lower Silesia one of
the most unique and often visited regions of Poland.
Participants of our trips will visit: Książ Castle- third largest
and one of the most beautiful castle in Poland. It is
surrounded by picturesque forests and mountains;The
Church of Peace in Świdnica or Jawor - temple unique in the
world scale, now placed on UNESCO’s list of World Heritage
Sites; Complex Osówka - Mysterious structures nicknamed
“Underground City” which is one of the biggest and the
most elaborate quarters constructed by Nazi Germany
during II World War.
Price from 130 euro/person.
Our offer also includes the following trips:
●
The secrets of World War II
●
Gross Rosen Camp & Jawor
●
Polish Mountains
●
Individual Tours

BOOKING AND INFO:
+48 534 100 780
info@seewroclaw.pl

BIKE TOURS & RENTAL
In Wrocław there is over 214 km of bike roads and
16 of them goes through parks and 15 of them
through levees.
We have 40 comfortable, modern and safe bikes and
cruisers. Additionally each is equipped with basket
which can hold your belongings, also there is light
and a protection.
What is more, you can explore the city with one of
our guides.
Our trips include:
Old Town+ Ostrów Tumski (2h)
Old Town+ Ostrów Tumski + Centennial Hall+
District of tolerance (3h)
We ensure guided trips in different languages.
Price: bike rental from 60 pln per person, guide starts from 190 pln/person
BOOKING AND INFO:
+48 785 107 999
info@seewroclaw.com

www.seewroclaw.pl

What is more, we organize:

●

Odra river cruise - this is an
opportunity to discover, why
Wroclaw is sometimes called “Venice
of the north”

●

Sightseeing of Wroclaw by
antique tram,

●

Spectacular performances of the
Wroclaw Fountain

●

Walking tours,

●

Folk show - evening entertainment
organized in traditional restaurant in
Wroclaw combined with degustation
of local dishes and alcohols

●

Booking of clubs, pubs and
restaurants.

